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ABSTRACT
Results of a 1977 8sse6sment of the reading abilities

cf approximately 1,250 adults (26,to 35 years old) are reported in
this paper and are compared with results of a siiilar assessment made
in 1971. After discussing a typical, comprehension exercise used in
the asbessment, theAmper presents the materials and multiple choice
questions used-in assessing respondents' comprehension of fgur types
of practical materials; a classified advertisement, an advertisement
from a national magazine, a parking ticket, and a life insurance
form..It then presents four exercises involving saterials of a more
difficult nature: two eipository passages, a poem, and a graph. For
each of the eight exercises, the paper indicates the percentage of
admits responding to each answer and notes changes.in those
percentages from 1971. Among the major conclusicns Deported are that
there was apparently littlexhange in dverall reading ability between
1971 and 1977, that a great many adults say still have difficulty
reading passages that call for hiaber-level comprehension skills (for
instance, key percentages of successon six questions with medium- to
high-difficulty passages ranged from only 18% to 60%), and that
amount'of time spent watching television and amount of time spent
reading appear to relate-to reading performance. (GT)
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ADULT READERS:

WI.LL THEY NEED BASICS Too?

by
Deborah Booditoh
Btxford Brown

The catchphrase for education in this decade has been "back to the basics."
An epidemic of reports on the decline of children's school achievements in the
early and mid-1970s, compounded by a drop in college entrance exam scores,
prompted a public cry for renewed emphasis on the three Rs, especially reading.
The clamor came, naturally, from adults, whose concern was for the reading
skills of elementary school students and teenagers.

But what about the adults themselves? Even more helpless than the student
who cannot read his lesson is the functionally illiterate adult who cannot
decipher the want ads or understand written instructions. The development of
a child's reading skill is, after all, preparation for his needs as an adult.
It is important, then, to periodically assess the reading skills of adults and
determine to what extent changes in the skills of sLhool-age youngsters have
an impact, later on, upon them as adults.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessed adult
readers.(26-35 years old) in 1970-71 and found that, in most respects, their
skills were on a par with-17-year-olds. In some cases, more teenagers than
adults were able to answer questions correctly; but in most cases, the adults
performed at or slightly above the teenagers' levels (Reading: Released Exer-

cises, 1973). Both groups had greater success reading relatively easy, low-
ThWence material than they did reading material that called for higher-level
reading skills (Mellon, 1975).

Have adult readers improved their skills since that time? Or has the
apparent erosion of school-age youngsters' skills had a domino effect that
carried beyond the school walls, out into the marketplace? In order to find
out, National Assessment again conducted a probe of adult reading skills in
1977. Unfortunately, this second effort was not nearly as comprehensive as

the first.' Nevertheless, the probe did employ items used in the first assess-

'The 1977 probe consisted of 34 multiple-choice questions about 18 passages.
Approximately 1,290 adults responded to each question. The 1971 assessment
consisted of 97 questions about 53 passages. Approximately 1,250 adults
responded to each of those questions.
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ment and did involve a sufficient number of people for National Assessment to
hazard some generalizations.

First, there has apparently been little change in overall reading ability
between 1970 and 1977. Of the 34 exercises assessed, 25 showed no significant
change in percentages of people who answered questions correctly. Of the re-
maining 9, 6 showed significant declines and 3 showed significant improvements.2

Second, it appears that a great many adults may still have difficulty
reading passages that call for higher-level comprehension skills. For instance,
key percentages of success on six questions with medium-to-high difficulty
passages ranged from only 18% to 60%. In addition, five of the six key per-
cen;ages had declined since 1971. Although only ore of them was statistically
significant (-11%), the overall trend may be cause for worry.

Third, income, amount of time spent watching televisign and amount of time
spent reading appear to relate to reading performance. Because questions about
income, television watching and reading frequency were not asked in the 1971
survey, National Assessment cannot report any changes; however, the 1977 survey
revealed that, as a group, people with annual incomes below $8,000 per year
consistently performed below the national level, while those with incomes of
$15,000 or more performed above it.

In order to flesh out these more general results, this paper will present
some representative exercises by first discussing a typical comprehension exer-
cise, then some practical or "functional" reading tasks, and finally some of
the more difficult materials.

Performance on a Relatively Simple Passage

One comprehension exercise required respondents' to read a 1,000-word
Reader's Digest article on prevention of mosquito bites and then answer five
multiple-choice questions. The amount of time required to read the article was
recorded for additional information. (Sixty percent of the respondents read
the passage in six minutes or less; 42% read it in five minutes or less; 19%
read it in four minutes or less.)

Although percentages of correct answers were relatively high on each of
the five questions, the overall percentage of people who answered all five
questions correctly was only 34% and had not changed appreciably since 1971.
Two-thirds of the readers, however, corrcctly answered four of the five ques-
tions.

2Sinnificant meanks statistically significant at the .05 level. In other words.
National Asseslmorit is confident that the differences would not arise by chance
alone in at least 95% of all the possible samples one could draw to test these
populations.



Reader's Di est articles are aimed at the widest possible audience and are
typically edited to be readable for anyone with a grammar school education.
National Assessment results suggest that a majority of 26-35-year-Od adults
read such articles at about 165-170 words per minute and most are able to answer
Ognificant questions about the passage. A considerable number, however --

*perhaps as much as a third of the population -- may have difficulty reading such
articles. Only a third of the pcpulation seems capable of answering all the
questions asked -- not very encouraging when one considers that the questions
were quite simple.

Performance on Practical Reading Tasks

Performance on practical tas,ks varied. For instance, on the following
item almost nine-tenths of the adults answered all three questions correctly.

Read the classified advertisement below and answer the questions on
the next page. You may look back tc this page if ycu wish.

Be a

TAA
Flight Hostess

Now TAA is Hiring 100
Hostassas Weekly!

AND TAA OFFERS
YOU IMMEDIATE HIR-
ING! SEE YOUR TAA
FLIGHT HOSTESS REP-
RESENTATIVE AT THE
PLACES AND TIMES
LISTED BELOW.
You will enjoy:

Free schoolingwith training
salary of 161 weekly.

Selarvo fter 6 weeks school-

$t5viiginnoni.k. or to
E urop.

Training in major European
len9rtg rel Pess privileges for
parents after 6 months.

A wide range of fringe
benefits.

Primary Qualifications
Minimum age 19Vs. HI9
School Graduate; Excellent
health; Unblensithed cOnsplex
Ion. 1-45.Ight 5'2"--5'9" with
proportionate weight by TAA
standard. Glanes Permitted.

APPLY IN PERSON
Mrs Molly Wabash

Smith Hotel - San Francisco
TuoR/ay and Saturday

April 9th and 13111
9 00 - 1,00 p.m.

TRANS ATLANTIC AIRLINES
An Fqual OpPoitu,lty E mPloyer
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1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

What is the top salary offered after six
week :. of training?

c:) $475.00 a month
i

0
c= , $500.00 a month 0
4110 $325.00 a month 97 o 41.

c=> $550.00 a month 1 0
c: I don't know. 1 0

No response Cr -1*

B. If you live in San Francisco, how would you
apply'for the job?

c.7. Send a telegram to TAA. 1 -1

4M0 Visit Mrs. Molly Wabash personary. 91 4*
c2> Call Mrs. Molly.Wabash on the phone. 2 0
c=> Write a letter of application to

Mrs. Molly Wabash. 4 -2
c=> I dcin't know. 2 1

No response 0 -1*

C. What do the words "Equal Opportunity Employer"
mean?

c=> TAA will get you a job. 2 1*
(=> (11 applicants will.get the job. 1 0
c7. You ciai get any job you want at TAA. 1 -0
00 All qualified applicants have an equal

chance to get the job. 95 -2
c=> -..1 don't know. 1 1

No response lt -1

*Statiatica ly significant.
tFigures do not total 100% because of rounding.

Percentages were almost as high on the exercise following, although the
percentage dropped about 3 points from 1971:

Here is an ad from a national magazine. Read it and complete the
sentence on the opposite page.
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A

git ewes &mom *Om41111,

The purpose of this advertisement is to

WO
Printed circuits for electronic
test sets.
Electric meters.
Automobile instrument panels.
Aircraft components.
Hospital supplies.
You already know that the
retarded worker is generally
more conscientious, loyal and
punctual than the average
cniPloyee.

e" djobs he might o in
you have a few

"sim
your inns..

For information about
employing the retarded, write
The President's Committee
on Mental Retardation,
Washington, D.C. 20201.

ge..1.4.41, RM.11/1104 ref

1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

4MP encourage industry to employ mentally
retarded people. 83 -3

c7.) show how mental retardation can be
reduced in the population. 2 0

c> indicate that mentally retarded workers
are superior to other workers. 3 -2

(2) show the general public that mentally
retarded people can make simple things. 9 3*

c..7) I don't know. 3 2

No response 0 -1

4 Statis tioally a igni ficant .
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The number of adults with incomes less than $8,000 who picked the correct
response was almost 11 points below the national leve7., those with incomes of
$15,000 or more were 10 points above: more than three hours of television watch-
ing, 11 below; no reading for pleasure, 31 points below.

The parking ticket exercise following apparently caused problems for a
third of the adults. It, too, revealed a decline in the percentage of people
able to answer questions correctly.
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bleb re paid volthia Imo III dors lIeemelleyak loseeve wed hohhelheei- don* end tall to plead gritty !Iv V.okeioms Loft.. mry 1..pos" "0 rime1111010) 44 me mono* ler Nom omod =TO al1 G&W b 8181.00

ONO 601011 Whom Maio Two ht ogee to wog. TO owe*pe ewe ge plowoitel Arse if yo. (1) horn io rho Sommer* _Mt thg appear Dem F se c."4 Wineror Wet *ea flre Meer. oho to goo of the Oho% Solgele owl he&mmdmioll hmrilmm defy egad. wit1 (2) poy the total fool Nu by 'to Coro for roe% ageres.
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Zsigladolosa lisame le *dm& I do km* MAD GLIM se ler ky goorgoe, WAIVE my rot' e lifARISO os cowl. awl mmm goy sh. P8044 141.
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imbed for Noy atom

Pododot somorm1 (D./ i Loom mmosio

idmidemmg 11.1motoMol

1977
Percent From

Responding 1971

A. Must a person appear at the Traffic
Violation Bureau to plead "Not Guilty"
to a traffic offense?

4116 Yes 79 -4*
(=> No 20 5*
(=> I don't know. 1 0

No response 0 -1*



1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

If a person received this ticket for
parking two hours in a one-hour zone,
his fine would be

(=> $ 1.30. 5 3*

411. $ 3.00. 80 -4

C.) $ 6.00. 8 -1

<=, $10.00. 2 0

(=> I don't know. 4 3*

No response Ot _1*

*Statistically significant.
tFigures do not total 100% because of rounding.

Sixty-six percent of the respondents answered both questions correctly, a
significant drop of 6 percentage points. The percentage'of adults who responded
correctly to bothAuestions and whose annual income was $15,000 or more was 7
points above the ihational level; those who watch three or more hours of tele-
vision a day were 8 points below; those who do no reading for pleasure, 18
points below.

Finally, a majority of the adults failed to answer correctl2 two questions
about the life insurance form below.

A , 1 ri MOP Ma Alferftd ri SW Mt% ',Wed ti NO fai Me Iotiew,4 CI..fU as sr (*Waled bp iminhc seemmas Mop Of Milo 1111 WM SF SI 111111111101

'
kiblkil APIAIIT AKA Loch arrow looi to a stow Paolo Wolin to on IA. totes ol ton pata Atm. Monica wren

F s ssonsry
I 0 il i MNPIS WWI

1-

i A ITOWLY IIINTRY I Bow c wolui , lut?Ift,,t. i
1 upostigio MUM

LIABILITY ,e,

mem 1 MN WM

kinkily__ ( COitiSION 1110TOESTS

110-116110 flown
ukcyi III octua ca3r4 outs UAW CASH MILI1 Men eau

PPM ccigi CCCUU1161:1 IIRSOR 2 Ma an PiPSON

i

,

,

925 $50 $10 51300
_

$37.80 $25.00 _IL .00 $10.5G

$ or) $10 $20
DuChilit

545.10 $6.00

Malt
(MILO

MU MEM

9143.40
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6.7 1977
Percent

Change
From

Resionding 1971

A. What is the maximum amount for which this
policy covers medical bills?

. 4111! $ ietoo 86 -4*
$ 5,000 1 0

(:) $10,000 3 1

(2, $25,000 4 2*
c=> I don't know. 6 2

' No response 0 -1

B. What is the maximum amount this policy
would pay in case you injured another
person in an autc 'bile accident?

25 14 -6*
$ 3,000 27 -2

(=> $ 5,000 3 1

4110 $25,000 46 6*
c=> I don't know. 8 2

No response Ot -1

*Statistically significant.
tFigures do not total 100% because of rounding.

There was a significant drop from 1971 to 1977 in the number-.0o correctly
identified the maximum medical bill amount and a significant increase in the
correct response to the question about the maximum mnount al.lowed for another
person's injury. Overall, only 40% answered both. questions correctly '- 1977.
Among women, that percentage was 34%. Although this is below the natim.1
level, it nevertheless represents a significant increase of 6 points.

Although results on these practical tasks,are mixed, they may be nonetheless
discouraging when one considers how central insurance policies and similar docu-
ments are in many people's lives.

Performance on More Difficult Passages

The following passage illustrates reading material that is apparently dif-
ficult for American adults.

1 is
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Read the pas.sage and ansviler the questions which follow it.

VIn the years between 1940 and 1960, literature, the arts, and culture
in general became increasingly orienied to the many. Irian onomy of
high productivity, deluging millions of people daily withanovies; magazines,
books, and television programs, American culture achieved &i depot of
homogencity never dreanied of before. However, if such cultural homo-
geneity spelled loss of individuality-which it undoubtedly did- and if
mass culture was 8tten produced primarily for profit and only stcondarily
for esthetic reasons, nevertheless mass production ot "art" made available
to millions cl people what in previous times had been the privilege only
of the aristocratic few. Good radio and phonograph music was available
where there nad been no music before; there were more symphony orchestras
and chamber music groups than ever; and in recent years more Americans
purchased tickets ta classical concerts than to baseball &antes. Paintings
and items of sculpture were being turned out en masse in moderately good
reproductions. The world's literature was being distributed in inexpensive
paperback editions in every bookshop, drugstore, and transportation
terminal. On balance it seemed that mass production, while it might not
raise mass culture, would not destroy the growth of genuine taste either.

1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

A. The passage implies that before 1940,
the arts were

c=> homogeneous..
c=> generally enjoyed.
40 oriented to an elite.
c=") oriented to the average man.
c=> oriented to the level of mass culture.
c=> I don't know.

No response

What was "the privilege only of the aristocratic
few" as described in the passage?

(2) High profits .

-05P Great works of art
c.-.) Good radio and phonograph music
C. Inexpensive reproductions of art works
<=> I don't know.

.

No response

9

10 0

8 2

51 -1

10 -0
14 0

7 -0

0 -1*

6 0

61 -0
14 -2

11 2

7 1

Ot -1*

14 11,1



What does the author seem to think of
the mass production ol art?

410, It does nOt harm genuine art.
C> It is destructive to genuine art.
c> It lowers the level of mass culture.
C> It raises the level of mass culture.
c> It is produced pr.imarily for esthetic

reasons.
c> I don't know.

No response

*Statistically significant.
tFigures do not total 100% because of rounding.

'1977 Change
Percent From
Responding 1971

44

7

6

26

Fewer tin one in four (24%) were able
rectly. Only 15% of those who watched more
day could do so.

Only half the adults chose the correct
this poem.

to answer all three questions cor-
than three hours of television per

answer to the question that follows

Ara,

My bird'y a rounded stone
with a pattern of smooth seams,
My head a short snake,
retractive, protective.
My legs come out of their sleeves
ohiirink within,
and so does my chin.
My eyelidsere quick damps.

My bac
I am al

I _travel

rooL
ays at home.

TT1 wakfy house s .

It is a snfooth stone.
. h'floats within the lake,
'or rests in the dust.
My'flesh lives tenderly
ipside its hbme..



1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

What is one method the poet uses to attract
the reader's interest?-

c> The dramatic outcome 3 -0
MO An unusual point of view 52 -0
c7) Scientific detail about nature 16 -0
c> The use of regular rhymes and rhythms 8 -0
c> The relationship between the characters 14 1

c> I don't know. 7 1

No response 0 -1*

*Statisticai ly significant.

The fact that so many peoPle did not know the answer, thought there were
two characters in the poem or thought the poem is scientific might indicate
that many people are alienated from complex statements like poems.

The following chart that shows the number of fatal accidents in Zalifornia
and the time of day during which moct occurred also seemed difficult for the
adults.

Read the passage and look at the chart, then answer the question below it.

This chart shows the number of fatal accidents (broken line)
and the number of vehicle miles (solid line) in California,
arranged according to the hour of the day.

NUMBER OF

FATAL ACCIDENTS

MILLION VEHICLE

MILES <>3
700

4600

Modnictst

2 3 4 5 6 7 9

A, M

10 11 17

Noon

7 3 4 5 6 7

P.M.

9 9 10 11



1977 Change
Percent From

Responding 1971

All but one of the following factual conclusions
can be reached from the data presented. Which
statement goes beyond the data given in thE
chart?

Fewer fatal accidents occur during the
day than at night. 8 2

C:=to Driving at a time when most people
would be sleepy is dangerous. 7 -2

Eating a good lunch tends to keep
drivers alert to driving hazards. 44 1

C=to Traffic becomes heavier at the end
of the working day than at the
beginning. 0

C=2. Just because there are few vehicles on
the road is no Teasollto relax one's
safety precautions. 26 -5*

don't know. 8 4*
No response 0 -1*

*Statistically significant.

There was a
overall level of

The passage
for inference on
were down.

4-point increase in the number who said "I don't know." The
correct responses remained at about 44%.

on budgetism below includes two accompanying questions calling
the part of the reader; correct responses to both questions

Suburbanites are not irresponsible. Indeed, what is striking about the
young couples' march along the abyss is the earnestness and precision with
which they go about it. They are extremely budget-conscious. They can
rattle off .most of their monthly payments down to the last penny; one
might say that even their impulse buying ;s deliberately planned. They
are conscientious in meeting obligations, and rarely do they fall dclinquent
in their accounts.

They are exponents of what could be called budgetism. This does not
mean that they actually keep formal budgetsquite the contrary. The
beauty of budgetism is that one doesn't have to keep a budget at all. It's
done automatically. In the new middle-class rhythm of life, obligations
are homogenized, for the overriding aim is to have oneself precommitted
to regular, unvarying monthly payments on all the major items.

12



Americans used to be divided into three sizable groups: those who
thought of money obligations in terms of the week, of the month, and of
the year. Many people remain at both ends of the scale, but with the
widening of the middle class, the mortgage payments are firmly geared to
a thirty-day cycle, and any dissonant peaks and valleys are anathema. Just
as young couples are now paying winter fuel bills in equal monthly frac-
tions through the year, so they seek to spread out all the other heavy
seasonal obligations they can anticipate. If vendors will not oblige by
accepting equal monthly installments, the purchasers will smooth out the
load themselves by floating loans.

It is, suburbanites cheerfully explain, a matter of psychology. They
don't trust themselves. In self-entrapment is security. They try to
budget so tightly that there are no unappropriated funds, for they know
these would burn a hole in their pocket. Not merely out of greed for
goods, then, do they commit themselves; it is protection they want, too.
And though it would be extreme D say that they go into debt to be secure,
carefully charted debt does give them a certain peace of mindand in
suburbia this is more coveted than luxury itself.

4'

1977 Change
Percent From
Responding 1971

A. Which of the following BEST explains the
kind of human behavior described?

c2) "Not merely ... greed for goods."
401, "In self-entrapment is security ..."
c:::: ..

... obligations are homogenized ..."
c=> "Suburbanites are not irresponsible."
c.7) "They are extremely budget-conscious."
c=, I don't know.

No response

3

29

8

16

37

6

1

v1
,

-2

-1

-1
2

2

-0

B. How could "budgetism" BEST be defined?

(.7.) Buying everything on the installment

c=>
plan

Keeping careful records of income and
8 2

c=>
outgo

Deciding in advance how much will be
18 -1

c=>
spent each year

Setting aside a certain amount each
8 2

month for regular expenses 24 2

411. Committing almost the entire monthly
income to regular payments 37 -6

<=> I don't know. 4 1

No response 1 -0

13
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Twenty-nine percent correctly answered the first question and 37% correctly
answered the second. The drop of 6 points on part B is close to statistically
significant. Overall, only 18% answered both questions correctly.

In this paper, a handful of results from an adult reading probe have been
presented; the probe is not, in itself, a comprehensive test of abilities.
National Assessment cannot make very broad generalizations from this information
alone. However, the reader can infer from it that today's adult readers have
not improved noticeably over the adults who participated in the more comprehen-
sive 1971 assessment. A third to a half of them continue to have difficulty
comprehending reading materials that call for higher-level reading skills.

More adult assessments are needed to substantiate this claim and to pin-
point the most troublesome areas. For the meantime, however, it is safe to
conclude that if America's school children need more work in the "basics," her
adults do, too.

1 r
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